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Abstract:
A GIS network model was developed based on Graph Theory which is
topological and mathematical representation of the nature such as roads, rivers and other
interconnected line features. A GIS network model is very useful for transportation planning,
market analysis, public facility management and other connectivity and accessibility studies.
In this paper, we discuss the implementation of an interactive, web-based Geographical
Information System (Web-GIS) to calculate eco-friendly walk scores based on the integration
of Advanced Land Observing Satellite (ALOS) data and a GIS network model from Tsukuba
City. We use our study to help local residents make spatial planning regarding neighborhood
environmental quality assessment, how to find the shortest or greenest path to walk to help
their physical health and how to choose an eco-friendly living space for potential home buyers.
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1. Introduction
Recently, GIS studies of urban green space
areas have been increasing in number. For example,
Mahon and Miller (2003) used GIS to identify green
space areas with high ecological, recreational and
aesthetic value to protect certain green space areas
from development. Randall et al. (2003) presented a
GIS-based decision support tool to model planning
scenarios related to the creation of new green space
areas as part of neighborhood greening strategies.
Herbst and Herbst (2006) also described a GIS-based
decision support tool to ascribe ecological and
aesthetic value to green space sites for use in urban
planning. Jim and Chen (2006) conducted a surveybased study on the use of different types of green
spaces and peoples’ willingness to pay for access to
them. Their results provided the basis of a cost model
for green space development. Zhang and Wang
(2006) presented a study that used landscape metrics
to quantify the spatial configuration of green spaces
and performed GIS-based network analyses to assess
the accessibility of many proposed green spaces
enhancements. Ghaemi et al. (2009) implemented a
web-based platform to support interactive
environmental planning.
A GIS road network model plays critical role
in urban planning, emergency preparedness, retail
market analysis and market competition, public
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facility management and other planning and decision
making process. A network is an interconnected set
of points and lines that represent possible routes from
one location to another. For geometric networks, this
consists of edge features, junction features, and the
connectivity between them. For network datasets, this
consists of edge, junction, and turn elements and the
connectivity between them. For example, an
interconnected set of lines representing a city streets
layer is a network. Road center lines are generally
used in road network model and can be extracted
from high spatial resolution satellite images or aerial
photos. However, GIS data alone cannot solve any
spatial problems, especially in environmental issues
that include difficulties in determining where are the
green spaces, how much forested areas, how much
surface water areas, etc.
Because the GIS data represent the world in a
graphical form (i.e., roads are represented as lines,
homes are represented as polygons, bus stands are
represented as points and so on). In this
representation scheme, geographic means “geo” plus
“graphic,” and, therefore, we can easily construct a
database for these graphics and manipulate them.
Therefore, GIS is a powerful tool to solve spatial
problems by means of graphical representations. In
contrast, remote sensing technologies, frequently
referred to as geoinformatics, use sensors and capture
the world as real information. However, due to the
nature of landscape complexity and the thousands of
millions of pixels used to describe landscapes, it is
difficult to construct a database that could be used to
extract information from the pixels. By integrating
the remote sensing GIS information, we will benefit
spatial information users not only by enhancing their
graphical processing, but also by enabling the
processing of real-world information. Therefore, in
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this researcch, we used Advance Land
L
Observving
Satellite (AL
LOS) data too identify th
he green spacces,
which we thhen integratedd with other GIS
G data suchh as
road networrks, public faacility locatio
ons and buildding
footprints too calculate thhe “eco-friendly walk scoore”
by providinng GIS anaalytical functions for loocal
residents’ deecision makinng. We used Tsukuba Cityy as
a case study.

2. Methoodology
work Model
2.1 Buildingg a GIS Netw
S road networrk model (Fig
gure 1) was bbuilt
GIS
on combinaation of Zm
map-TOWNII data and G
GSI
Geographicaal Survey Institute data. Additional rooad
centerlines w
were digitizeed manually based on aeerial
photos. Theen, the roadd data was cleaned by the
ArcInfo Cleaan function and
a built a nettwork model..
gure 2: Calcu
ulation of thee greenness sccore for eachh
Fig
roaad segment based on the bbinary green image
i
3 Implementation of a W
Web GIS
2.3

m
Figure 1: Rooad network model
2.2 Computte Greennesss Score
Folllowing this, we added a 10-m bufferr to
both sides oof the road and
a computed the greennness
score based on the binaryy green imag
ge (Figure 2) for
each road seegment as folllows:
Vegetated areea in the 100-m
Greenness Score = (V
buffered roaad/Road buffeered area) * 100

gure 3: Graph
hical User Intterface (GUI))
Fig
htttp://land.geo.ttsukuba.ac.jpp/ecowalk

3. Results
We meeasured the ggreenness sccore by threee
odes named Get Score byy Address, Get
G Score byy
mo
Blo
ock and Inteeractive Scoree. Get Scoree by Addresss
(Fiigure 4) is ideal for exxisting local residents too
evaaluate their neighbourhoo
n
od environm
mental qualityy
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by giving thheir home adddress and seearch radius ((the
default searcch radius is 350 m).

he greennesss score from
m each 10-m
m
aveeraging of th
buffered route path. This measurement is ideal too
hellp people wh
ho want to make outdoo
or recreationn
acttivities a part of their dailyy or weekend
d routines.

Get score byy user-defineed address aand
Figure 4: G
default searcch radius of 350
3 m

gure 6: Shorteest path analyysis (Single route)
Fig

Network disstances betw
ween home aand
Figure 5: N
available faccilities
In tthe interactivee score modee, users can ffind
either the shortest or greenest waalking path by
specifying ttheir start annd end pointts. The shorrtest
path (Figurees 6 & 8) is ideal
i
for shopping activitties,
and the greeenest path (F
Figures 7 & 9) is ideal for
walking acctivities. Mooreover, useers can loccate
multiple poiints for such activities. Fo
or example, oone
could start from home, go to the library,
l
go too a
o home. In tthis
shopping ceentre and thhen return to
process, thee greenness score
s
is calcu
ulated based on

gure 7: Green
nest path anallysis (Single route)
r
Fig
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Figure 9: Greenest paath analysiss (Loop rouute)
between useer define poinnts

4. Conclu
usion
Thee increasing popularity of the Interrnet
from onlinee surfing to e-commerce
e
has made itt an
integral parrt of societyy. This GIS network baased
interactive sspatial decisioon making prrocess is a muuch
wider audieence than trraditional GIS. The geneeral
public can now directlyy access spatial informattion
web
and see thhe analysis results through their w
browsers without any innstallation off GIS softwaare.
The system itself is reusaable and updaatable.
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